WELCOME TO ŁEBA
Hello, we have prepared for you a translated version of our map on your tongue. For this purpose we used the google translator.
Below are descriptions of sights and interesting places described by the numbering on our map. In the first passage is a
description of how to safely get information and explore sand dunes in the Slowinski National Park. Then. Paper map with every
attraction is the web address and phone number to any place (remember that in Poland you before each telephone number to
enter the code 0048 ...).
We hope that through this application, we simplify your trip ...
I greet and Have fun
Thomas

SOME IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR TOURISTS DRIVING DIRECTIONS AND EXPLORE THE SAND DUNES:
- Distance from the fisherman to the gate Cinemas SPN is equal to 3.4 km and you can get there: on foot, by bike, by car or cable
car Fairy-tale and buses, which have stops in the center of Leba
- By car, cable car or bus Fairy-tale will reach ONLY the hem
- Car parking is payable Rąbka
- In Rąbka is the entrance into the Slowinski National Park (SNP). For individual visitors and tour groups paid admissions (from 1
May to 30 September), the ticket also entitles you to free entry to the observation tower next to the Museum SPN in Rąbka
- Distance from the gate SPN in Rąbka to Dunes Łącka the dunes is 5.5 km, the route can be covered on foot, by bike, boat cruise
(ships depart every 30 minutes - a cruise lasts 25 minutes) or electric trolley
- At the gate SPN is located: bike rental (extra charge) and electric trolleys station. Electric wheelchairs, run to the dunes with
intermediate stop on the launcher, trolley travel time to the dunes about 20 minutes. Launchpad seam to run the cruise ships,
the cruise takes about 25 minutes - Stamira tel. 59 866 19 12
- In Rąbka is a branch of the Museum of Natural SPN entry fee
- In the park, you can move only after the prescribed route: green, red and black trails designated liaison.
- Rocket Museum is located 3.3 km behind the gate SPN, sightseeing payable - water runs cruise ships here
- Eateries are located on the launcher
- Before entering the Dune Lacke (height of about 30 meters - 6th floor in a skyscraper) is a paid parking for bicycles, where you
can leave your bicycle touring
- The dunes Łącka way back to Leba or Rabka you can take the green route on foot beach. The way the green trail + black to the
hem takes about 90 minutes to Leba (green route - leave the beach at. Tourist) will take about 120 minutes. Get out of the green
trail can only black trails liaison. The first is located at the launcher, the second at a parking lot in Rąbka

1. MUSEUM SLOWINSKI NATIONAL PARK
It was founded in 1974 and is located in the center of Smołdzino. In the building you can watch over 1000 crafted specimens of
fauna and flora present in the Slowinski National Park. The exhibition is divided into four themed rooms: forest, beach, dunes
and lakes. The museum is open daily during the summer season, out of season from October to April - Monday to Friday.

2. HOLY MOUNTAIN SLOVINIANS - 115 M ABOVE SEA LEVEL
Magic Mountain, on top of which run important energy lines of the earth, from the beginning served as navigation. Every night
at the top were lit fireplace, which was a reference point for sailors. In the times of the pagan god worshiped there was
Swarożyca (Mr. sun and fire), and in Christian times was built on the top of the chapel of St. Nicholas, to which pilgrims flocked
annually with their requests. Today, many residents says that the Nazis dug up tunnels, which supposedly hid the stolen goods,
fleeing in a hurry before the Red Army. Currently, the top there is a observation tower, which overlooks the whole landscape
SPN. Tower available May, June and September 8.00-18.00 in July and August in the hours: 8.00- 20.00
3. THE MUSEUM OF RURAL SLOWINSKI
The museum in Kluki you can enjoy several cottages and farm buildings fully equipped (household and business tools, fishing
hut). All very well preserved and restored. In addition, the objects live farm animals. On a guided tour of the museum you have
to spend about two hours. During the summer holidays from Leba to Kluk run cruise ships. Cruise and guided tour of the
museum takes about 6 hours.
4. CEMETERY “SŁOWIŃCY”
XVIII century cemetery situated on a sand dune hill. Residents were buried here Kluk Smołdzińskich, the oldest preserved
tombstones are from 1877. Among the crosses you can read the names of old families słowińskich: Klicków, Kirków, Polleksów
or movements. Cemetery entered in the register of monuments.
5. WATER POWER
Smołdzino hydroelectric power plant is the lowest situated on the river Łupawa. It consists of two turbines: the first dates of
1935 with a capacity of 64 kW, the second in 1957 with a capacity of 136 kW. Alongside it is a four span concrete weir with a
fixed threshold and moving closures. Power station open to the public during the summer.
6. LIGHTHOUSE
The lighthouse was built in 1875 of red brick on the 56-year-foot wooded sand dune. It has a height 25metrów and its light is
visible within 21 nautical miles (39 km). The lighthouse survived the Second World War and immediately after the war Dec. 7,
1945, he again flashed its lights. Her condition has not changed to this day.
7. DUNES CZOŁPIŃSKA
The highest dune accessible for tourists on the west side of Lake Łebsko. Dune Czołpińska as other dunes, steadily moving
towards the east. The only road that leads to the dunes defines the red tourist trail. The entrance to the trail is located at the
parking lot next to the lighthouse.
8. EAGLE "BIELIK" SYMBOL EMBLEM POLISH
Bald Eagle (Halicetus albicilla), who resides in the aviary Czołpino comes from Ilawa Lake District, where he was found by people
with suspected injury wings. The predator does not undertake attempts to fly. As a result of the research was diagnosed with
irreversible disease of the shoulder joint - prevented him from flying. In June 1996 he joined SPN and to this day is cared for park
employees. It is the largest bird of prey in Poland.
9. CEMENTARY HILL
Hill cemetery located behind the church in the trenches - now overgrown with trees. In the fourteenth century there was built a
church where the Mass was celebrated 1,799 years in the Slowinski. In the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century there
were buried survivors - sailors: French, Spanish, Norwegian and Dutch, which threw the Baltic Sea shore. Today, there remained
no longer any traces of these events, graves looted and destroyed.
10. MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
Museum in Rowy offers visitors a trip back in time. Permanent exhibition Fri. FOUR SEASONS ON THE BEACH shows the
transformations taking place on the beach throughout the year. Over this exhibition provides an overview of birds and mammals
occurring in the area. The museum is open daily from 1lipca to 31 August, outside this period only for groups taking classes.
11. LOOKOUTS
Observation Tower is located in Orzechowo at the Centre of the State Forest Forester. Despite the fact that it serves mainly
foresters to observe the surrounding forests, the summer season from April to September (9.00-18.00) it can be visited tourists.
The height of the tower is 50m, and at its peak metal staircase leads numbering 240 degrees.

12. LIGHTHOUSE
Small size lighthouse is located at the beginning of the Promenade nad Labem. The upper viewing platform is at a height of 19m
octagonal tower. During the summer holidays lighthouse open to visitors every day. The hotel was built in 1892 and can present
practical survived two world wars. the light from the lighthouse is visible from a distance of 18 nautical miles - or 33 km (1 nm =
1 852 m)
13. MUSEUM OF BREAD
The museum was founded by Mr. Eugene Brzoska, Ústí nad Labem baker. In the attic bakery collected more than 2,000 historic
bakery and confectionery equipment (forms Bakery, mixers and old stoves). Among the exhibits include the "raisins" as the
prototype of the first refrigerator that worked without electricity, as well as vending machine candy from the early nineteenth
century.
14. MUSEUM OF THE NAD LABEM
Museum is located at ul. Polish Navy 62. In its collection has numerous souvenirs residents Ustki of the nineteenth and the first
half of the twentieth century. There are also household appliances, used by the ancient inhabitants as well as the collections:
cameras and various models of vessels coming from the Ustka Shipyard.
15. NAD LABEM FORTIFICATIONS
Labem fortifications are located on the west side of the breakwater, unfortunately, are not yet available for tourists (works on
their revitalization). Currently, from the outside you can admire: Fortification Team battery Blucher built by the Germans in
1938-39 and 9 Team Fortification Permanent Artillery Battery (9 BAS) from the period of the Cold War 1946-91r.
16. MUSEUM OF FOLK CULTURE POMORZA IN SWOŁOWO
Swołowo is an excellent example of the behavior of frame construction, typical for the Pomerania region and is considered the
capital of the "Land of the Checked". The museum is currently undergoing revitalization 15 rural buildings scattered in three
points still living village. At its center is a four-sided Farm Albrecht from the late nineteenth and early twentieth century.
Being in Swołowo worth a visit Farmstead Goat (farmhouse), which produces goat breed saneńskiej. In this farm outside
sightseeing and communing with goats you can buy regional products made from goat's milk. Tel. 59 84 62 270
17. PRESENTATION OF BEES ULE
Visiting Karina Chequered worth a visit agriturismo Itinerant Barć. Visitors will have an opportunity to familiarize themselves
with: the life of bees, work in the apiary, bee products and health qualities of honey. There will also be an opportunity to
preview the family lives in a glass bee hive. The tourist can visit the farm by appointment every day of the week.
18. DUNES LACKE
Every year, its peak gains of nearly 300 thousand people. It is the most attractive of all the dunes in the SPN. It has a height of
about 30 m above sea level, with its apex you can admire the beautiful panorama on the Spit Łebska, and on the south side
reveals the dead buried under the forest. Before the war, the Germans built around the hill gliding school. Held here training
corps Africa Korps, who commanded by Erwin Rommel in 1940 defeated the British in North Africa.
19. MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
Rąbka Museum presents the exhibition titled natural dunes, which is worth seeing before you start exploring the dunes. It will
enable you to understand how the entire ecosystem is created which they are moving dunes. The museum is open daily from
May to September in the hours: 9.00-17.00, outside this period for groups taking classes from Monday to Friday: 9.00-14.00.
20. RUINS OF THE CHURCH OF ST. NICHOLAS
Remains of a Gothic church, which was built in the fourteenth century in the former Leba. After the great flood that hit Lebe in
1570, its inhabitants moved to the present territory, and the church was gradually destroyed by the forces of nature. In 1590,
the construction of a new church (Church. Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary), which was used building material recovered
from an ancient temple. Visible fragment is probably a fragment of the left corner of the nave. The remains of the temple
entered in the register of monuments.

21. ROCKET LAUNCHER - SECRET POLY MISSILE
In 1940-45 Rąbka was located in the German testing ground where the trial took place with the German secret "Faster" (wonder
weapon) and anti-aircraft rocket, "Rheintochter" (Daughter of the Rhine). The exhibition contains military artifacts from the war
and the reconstruction of German and Polish missile combat rockets. On site: tower, Refreshments and parking for bicycles.
22. MUSEUM OF BUTTERFLIES AND INSECTS FROM AROUND THE WORLD
In the center of Leba is a Butterfly Museum. The permanent exhibition consists of 102 cabinets entomological, where visitors
can see more than 4,000 butterflies and other insects from all over the world. Among the exhibits are the world's largest
butterfly Attacus Atlas, which rival the size of a traditional pan. Besides butterflies on display can be viewed by other insects
such as beetles, bugs, Phasmatodea and the whole cross-section of other insects occurring in Poland. For children, an interactive
test group of animals. At the exhibition's gift shop associated with entomology.
23. MUSEUM OF EROTICISM
At the exhibition you can see objects that other museums are hiding shyly in front of visitors. In addition, you will see chastity
belts, ceramics Peruvian, Persian miniatures, votive Tibetan paintings, Indian carvings, porcelain Chinese, African folk art,
Japanese Shunga paintings, Thai votive penises and many other very interesting exhibits.
24. ILLUZEUM - INTERACTIVE EXHIBITION
TOUCHING, SHOOTING, LAYOUT AND ADJUSTABLE - THAT IS WHAT YOU LIKE MOST EVERYONE
At the exhibition you will discover the secrets of optical illusions, paradoxes, strange paintings and funny tricks. Optical toys of
the nineteenth century and the principle of Zoetropu - the world's first image changer. The exhibition consists of more than 100
exhibits from the fields of optics and physics, among them: GIGANT KALEIDOSCOPE, MOVING WALL, SINGING MISA FLEEING
WIZARDS AND ELVES (which never fail to count), IMAGES 3D AND HOLOGRAMS and many funny and amazing experience and
optical puzzles.
ILLUZEUM - is an interactive exhibits, a little science and, above all, fun ... get ready for a meeting with an optical illusion.
25. TRANSMISSION OF TIME - ONLY SUCH IN THE WORLD
August 14, 2004 in the center of Leba had been buried for a hundred years Transmission Time, in which 1,000 people have
entered their private commemorative folder containing photographs and memorabilia for future generations. In 2104 years, our
great-grandchildren kick out of the ark time and form in Leba Museum box, and all materials collected in files will be publicly
disclosed, as a souvenir of our time for our children's children.
26. ONLY ONE IN POLAND ALLEY THE PRESIDENTS
In 2011, Leba was opened Poland's first Presidential Avenue along which palm prints placed Polish presidents. Currently in the
alley there are fingerprints: Ryszard Kaczorowski, Wojciech Jaruzelski, Lech Walesa, Aleksander Kwasniewski, Lech Kaczynski and
Bronislaw Komorowski. Alley starts at the City Hall and runs along the street. Kosciuszko.
27. MAGIC MIRROR
Built with 145 mirrors the magical maze, will provide visitors with an incredible dose of merriment. Labyrinth, which is not
always so easy to leave, has a length of over 50m. In the middle of the maze is a room for Magic Eye and curved mirrors office.
Amazing place of entertainment and fun for children, youth and families. Labyrinth is located in the center of Leba at
Fisherman's Square.
28. REPLICA SPRUCES RAFTS "NORD"
Across the marina in Leba is a replica of spruce rafts on which 08.28.1957 r. Three sailors (among them the now famous sailor
Andrzej Urbanczyk) sailed from Leba to Sweden. The raft was built of spruce logs and had a size of 10 x 4,5 m, after 9 days of
lonely sailors reached the southern shores of Gotland. It was a feat of Polish sailors recognized in the world, also as an act of
courage and opposition to the existing system in Poland.
Replica made in 2004 was to serve a group of sailors to repeat the feat Urbańczyk in 1957, but technical difficulties forever
shattered their plans and cruise such never happened.

29. LABYRINTH PARK ŁEBA
Do you love adventure? Start one of them with Labyrinth Park Leba. Great fun for big and small, for families with children and
couples in love. Seek the right way, you earn base, discovery prepared by us attractions. For the youngest we have a special
wooden carts to play for them was even grander. Especially for your kids prepared a small educational maze, and other logical
and arcade fun in a magical garden games. Do you want to know what? Visit us! Of course we have not forgotten about the
place where you can sit, relax, drink some juice, eat and cool ice cream. Great fun in the fresh air of Labyrinth Park Leba
guaranteed.
30. DINOSAUR PARK
Leba Park is a family amusement park. There are dionsaury not only fear but also a castle, visiting fairy tales in 3D, cable Red
Riding Hood. Indian Village and in it a gold mine, a huge playground, water rafts, simian grove, the largest in Poland, mini golf
and many other attractions for the whole family in the ticket price. From this year Leba Park offers free shuttle service from the
center of Leba to the park and back.
31. NATURE RESERVE “MIERZEJA SARBSKA”
Created in 1976. Reserve with an area of 546.63 hectares is such a mini Slowinski Natural Park in a nutshell. It separates Lake.
Sarbsko from the Baltic Sea. Going on a hiking trail you can visit the parabolic dunes that height are equal almost the Mount
Łącka. Through the reserve runs marked bicycle path around Lake. Sarbsko bike trail R-10, as well as international red trail
SEASIDE.
32. LIGHTHOUSE
Was built between 1904-1906 by the Germans and to date stands unchanged. An interesting lighthouse is its metal structure
assembled from prefabricated elements. Peak gallery is located at a height of 33,4m and the light from the lighthouse is visible
at a distance of 23.5 nautical miles (43 km). In 2008 the lighthouse with an adjacent terrain was entered in the register of
monuments. The lighthouse is open for visitors: May-September in the hours of 10.00-19.00.

